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About This Content

Jezioro Bestii or ‘Lake of the Beast’ is an 18-acre lake in the mountains of Poland. This scenic forest lake is a specialist predator
venue and has become famous for its monstrous residents including pike to over 50lbs, zander to over 20lbs and catfish to 85lbs.
Strong equipment and patience is needed if you hook one of these monsters, but the catch of a lifetime is a real possibility – just

mind those teeth when holding the fish!

That’s not all that this venue has to offer: there are also a number of coarse fish to go for including carp to over 40lbs, bream,
tench, roach, rudd and perch. With 13 different species to catch and 25 trophy fish to track down and successfully land, all your

skill and versatility will be needed to become a master of this venue!
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A very tiny, small, simple game. Worth 0.99 for sure. Piggybacks on NMS with the whole "galaxies" thing but instead of planets
you gather people from other "planets" and defend your square... planet and gather materials for your own planet.

Game's alright, soundtrack is nice, worth 0.99 like I said, not much more though IMO so I hope the dev doesn't raise the price.
Extremely simple game but a unique concept for sure.. Played for about an hour and I love this game. I've been following it
since Gamescom (or maybe PAX?) last summer and I'm really happy with the way it turned out. Controls feels great, fluid, and
simple. The level design and artwork are one in the same and spectacular, even though the game is only black and white. No
tutorials or dialog, but the "tutorial" is incredibly well executed and the difficulty ramps up at a nice rate. Good, challenging, and
fun.. This game is a waste of both your time and your money.. This game got a lot of poor reviews since it isn't something that is
likely to appeal to the sheeple mainstream, but I absolutely adore it. It is the most fun I've ever had in a 2d sidescrolling shooter,
and for speedrunning or just generally screwing around it is a blast (especially once you get the jump pad and master its use).
Sure, the premise/story/gunstacking/etc. stuff is silly and over the top, but this is Serious Sam! It's all *about* the insanity, and
despite DDXXL being a kind of 'side game' to the FPS trilogy, it is actually one of my favorites.

If you like frantic shooters, tons of secrets to discover, advanced movement-based abilities, completely ridiculous scenarios, a
very unique visual style, a decent amount of challenge modes, and just generally blasting the hell out of everything you see...
Serious Sam Double D XXL is for you. Screenshots absolutely do not give it justice, and many of the videos I've seen just don't
capture how fun it is to *play*.

For the traditional Serious Sam fans: I understand why you wouldn't really be interested DDXXL, but give it a shot as if it's a
totally different franchise... I think you'll really enjoy it once you get used to its oddities. Yes, the campaign is fairly short. Yes,
some of the challenges are just spam-fests. But it has fun enough gameplay and mechanics that you'll love to replay it over and
over.

And for those that like to speedrun, glitch, etc. this game is a treasure trove of awesomeness. Some may consider that a
symptom of a buggy/predictable/whatever game, but it's really only like that if you're intentionally trying so I consider it a
feature. Have fun breaking it to bits and seeing what kind of insanity you can cook up!

My only real complaint: the unlocked difficulty levels really aren't that much harder since you start with all your guns and
upgrades that you got during the previous playthroughs. I really wish they had made the harder difficulties packed to the gills
with more enemies and more difficult situations, but unfortunately the first few levels are pretty much exactly the same on
harder difficulties as they are on the easiest. This really isn't that big of a deal (as I'm sure many find the game very, very
difficult as-is), and more just a wishlist item if devs ever returned to it.. this sucks mtfk. Not worth the aggrivation at any price
point. It's a very basic match 3 with a RPG "skin" and a few usable items to affect the play field, your "enemy" doesn't even
make any moves they just attack you if you match the wrong kind of gems.
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Main problem is this game is not stable, every 10-15 minutes the game will freeze or crash to desktop, seem to happen in both
windowed mode and full screen mode. Maybe it work better on some systems, guess it's an older game but judging by the
forums I'm not the only one with this issue, ultimately the game is not worth trying to figure out what the problem is for me at
least, I'll just refund it myself before I pass the 2 hour mark. So would not reccomend it.. A good fun game. It is best enjoyed as
a casual game with friends. Single Player is fun and challenging, but there are a couple of cheap deaths, and the camera could be
a little bit better, so you better can avoid those cops who comes straight at you.

Still a good game, and great for parties!
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dont do it,its a trap. This game has potential (but actually only at the current price with 40% off, ~4,99\u20ac), if you like to
enjoy pleasent mood and just listen to a story while walking through a nice scenery. It has decent coherent graphics and pleasant
music. Unfortunately currently this is all ruined by amateurish programming and bad sound mixing.

Problem#1: Don't ever press Escape! They might have added a new pause menu to avoid that players unintentionally leave the
game to the main menu by just pressing Escape and so have to restart it as there is no save feature, but it doesn't have a resume
button so you anyways have to click on Exit and still end up in the title menu.

Problem#2: Opening this mentioned pause menu once by pressing Escape will break every input and to make it even better you
can even open it during the splash screens. All you can do then is operating the title menu but then you will end up in a nice
screen saver that you can only close with Alt+F4.

Problem#3: First when you click New Game you'll be greeted by a loud noise that sounds like a heavy door being smashed shut,
pretty much painful for headphone users. Then there is the main point of the game, the protagonist telling the story, but I can
barely understand what he is saying under the sound of rain and the music. I have been setting my equalizer settings to flat and
trying find the frequency range of the voice actors voice to simply increase it, all to no success.

Problem#4: When the protagonist is talking, there is always this large block of 5-6 lines of subtitles on the bottom of the screen.
I don't want read them, I actually would like to listen to the voice actor (and understand him) and to have a look at the scenery.
This large block of text is killing so much mood and there is no way to disable it.

I will change this review if this game does ever get enjoyable within the next ten days, otherwise I will refund it and let this
review stay.
Deadline is over and I got my refund, zero reaction by the developers to my feedback in the forum.. This game has less content
than most of the free games on Steam. Only buy it if you have a coupon or if you really hate yourself.. A free game that isn't a
mobile port.
A good take on bomberman.
Nice colorful graphics.
Fun times.. A fun and pleasant point-and-click experience if you like the genre and enjoy Brittish fart humor (which I do...).
Suitable difficulty and mostly logical puzzles (obviously in a twisted way...). A few glitches, but nothing that disturbed
gameplay.
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